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Executive Summary

In 2004, the City of Lansing developed the Baker Donora Neighborhood Preservation Program to address concerning issues in the neighborhood, including housing condition, crime rates, home ownership, and neighborhood aesthetics. The program was separated into two phases: Phase I and Phase II. Phase I was completed in 2008 and Phase II plans are currently in progress. The purpose of this study was to analyze the success of Phase I and provide recommendations for Phase II implementation of the Neighborhood Preservation Program.

The methodology of this project involved analyzing the current conditions of the Baker Donora Neighborhood to see how it had changed since the implementation of the NPP. Then a windshield survey was conducted of the goals of Phase I that had been reached. Utilizing the current conditions and the accomplishments of Phase I, recommendations for the implementation of Phase II were developed.

During Phase I, many improvements have been made in the Baker Donora Neighborhood. 47 homes have been improved and rehabilitated during the 4 years of Phase I, as well as an improvement to overall neighborhood aesthetics through the help of various programs. Also, many educational services are being provided by the Focus Center. However, some goals of Phase I were not completed, including the installation of an entrance sign and a buffer near the railroad tracks.

With this in mind; we decided that many of the goals and tasks should be similar in Phase II as the goals in Phase I to ensure that all goals are completed. We also developed short and long term goals. Some of these short-term goals that require little assistance from outside agencies include landscaping and bench installation. Long term goals were also included that rely on the City of Lansing for implementation, including developing a Police and Teacher Next Door Program to promote home ownership in the neighborhood.

Overall, it is intended that this document be useable for the residents to take action in the future of their Baker Donora neighborhood and become empowered to raise their voice to actualize neighborhood improvements. By taking small steps and making small changes, the residents can feel that they are able to reach these goals and continue to make further improvements to the area. This document is also intended to give the residents hope that they can improve their neighborhood and preserve its sense of community. By maintaining hope, vision, and hard work, the community will continue to see improvements everyday and as each year goes by.

“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and make a new ending.” - Maria Robins
Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the progress made in the City of Lansing’s Neighborhood Preservation Program in the Baker Donora neighborhood. Phase I began in January 2005 and ended in December 2007. This study analyzes Phase I progress in order to provide adequate, helpful recommendations for Phase II implementation.

Planning Practicum

Michigan State University’s Urban and Regional Planning Program is a nationally accredited planning program. Courses provide insight to planning theory and principles with hands-on projects interlaced throughout the program. The Planning Practicum course is designed to apply the students’ knowledge of planning principles to real life situations with projects that impact various cities. The Course is taken in the final semester of the program and allows students to provide resources to various jurisdictions in the format of project management, implementation, and presentation.

Before the semester begins, various jurisdictions approach the MSU’s Planning Department in search of student insight to various project developments. Students then are placed in groups of six to eight graduate and undergraduate students who utilize technical, theoretical, and analytical resources to provide a complete professional product for the client. Research is conducted, maps and graphics are generated, and a final draft product is presented to the client and various MSU professors and faculty in a presentation format at the end of the final semester. The client and the professors provide feedback throughout the semester to ensure a quality product that becomes useful to the client.

The major benefit to the Practicum class is that students obtain invaluable experience working with a client, a jurisdiction, and other students and professionals in a very real setting. Both the client and the students benefit from the Planning Practicum course.
About the Client

Our Planning Practicum Client is the City of Lansing Planning and Development Department. The contact person is Dorothy Boone, Director of Housing for the City of Lansing. The City of Lansing is the capital of Michigan. Lansing is situated in the south central portion of the state. The City resides in the northern section of Ingham County and is home to roughly 119,000 residents. Historically, Lansing was the site of many manufacturing entities, especially the automotive industry. During this time, many of the services were catered to manufacturing employees. In fact, certain neighborhoods were specifically designed for middle to low income factory employees adjacent to manufacturing plants. For this reason, the neighborhoods surrounding Lansing provide a unique element when considering the housing and the overall community conditions.

Toward the last quarter of the twentieth century, the automotive industry began to rapidly decline, causing other businesses and manufacturers to decline as well. As more and more employers left the city, unemployment began to rise and neighborhoods began to decline. Disinvestment occurred throughout the entire city as middle-income residents left for the suburbs and low-income residents with minimal job opportunities remained in the city. Decline escalated, leaving the surrounding neighborhoods in despair. While in recent years downtown development has increased and created a more thriving climate, some neighborhoods are still struggling to survive in the age of trendy lofts and suburban ranches. The Baker Donora Neighborhood is one of these neighborhoods.

Eager to combat the issues of neighborhood decline, the City of Lansing developed various neighborhood revitalization programs to help renew and restore declining neighborhoods. The Baker Donora Neighborhood Revitalization Plan was created in 2004 in hopes to provide a jump-start towards renewal. After 3 years of program implementation, our client was interested in analyzing the programs success and gathering recommendations for the continued implementation of the program. Our team was chosen to complete the task.
Figure 1.1 Baker Donora Neighborhood in Michigan
Baker Donora Overview

The Baker Donora Neighborhood is located in Lansing, Michigan east of Cedar Street, west of Pennsylvania Avenue, north of Mt. Hope Avenue, and south of the Red Cedar River. Most of the neighborhood was designed and constructed in the early 1900’s for low to middle income employees who worked at the manufacturing plant directly to the northeast of the neighborhood. The houses are all relatively affordable with two or three rooms located on small lot sizes. The neighborhood was the home to a school, a park, and numerous housing units all in convenient location to the manufacturing plant, which is now referred to as the John Bean building. The school has since been relocated to a more city central location and the Caesar Donora Park is still in use. The neighborhood is bisected with a functioning railroad that is not buffered from the residential units.

As more and more manufacturers left the City of Lansing, particularly the manufacturer located in the John Bean Building, the neighborhood slowly began to decline. Due to the small size of the housing units and the parcels, the area soon became a low-income neighborhood where people could afford to rent or own homes. However, many people could not afford basic maintenance to their homes and the overall quality of the community declined in terms of housing condition, crime, health, and investments. The reputation of the neighborhood took a tumble as crime rates increased and is currently known as one of Lansing’s most notorious neighborhoods, according to our Client. The demographics of the neighborhood compared with the City of Lansing show the differences in factors such as owner occupancy, families below the poverty line, educational attainment, and crime rates.
Figure 1.2 Baker Donora Neighborhood in Lansing
Baker Donora Neighborhood Preservation Program Background

Since his administration began, the mayor of Lansing, Virg Bernero, the City of Lansing, and other stakeholders have tried to improve Lansing by targeting certain neighborhoods for revitalization. Hence, the Neighborhood Preservation Plan (NPP) was created to accomplish this task. Phase I of the plan officially began in January of 2005 and ran through December of 2007. The targeted neighborhood is the Baker Donora area located on the southeast side of Lansing. The program is funded by many different sources. Community Block Development Grants from the City of Lansing were planned to provide $600,000 towards Phase I of the NPP, The Public Service Department planned to contribute $175,000, and MSU Extension allotted a total of $168,000. The total amount provided in Phase I was $943,000. Other partners involved in the implementation of Phase I included:

- The Greater Lansing Housing Coalition (GLHC), who renovated homes to be used for affordable housing
- The Michigan State Housing Development Authority (MSHDA), who provided grants funds for qualifying program activities
- The Baker Donora Focus Center, who provided services to the residents
- The Lansing Community Government Response Team (CGRT)
- Parks and Recreation Department,
- The Lansing Police Department
- The Lansing Code Compliance Department.

Each of these partners provided valuable resources, knowledge, and energy towards the implementation of Phase I of the NPP.

Along with the plan, a Memorandum of Understanding was written especially for Baker Donora. This memorandum clearly spelled out the objectives, goals, and the resources needed along with the time that it would take to accomplish those goals. Phase II is set to begin sometime this year, but in order for it to begin we need to determine whether the goals and objectives for Phase I had been either: Completed, Some Progress has been made or No Progress has been made. There must to be a clear course of action set in motion before Phase II can officially begin.

In the Baker Donora NPP Memorandum of Understanding, eight goals were cited. Taken directly from the text of the Memorandum of Understanding, the goals are as follows:
Several objectives were also cited in the Memorandum of Understanding and were separated into several different categories. Taken directly from the text of the Memorandum of Understanding, the following is a list of the objectives listed to help reach the previously mentioned goals:

**Safety**
1. Enhance the relationship between the community and code compliance and law enforcement agencies.
2. Encourage traffic safety.
3. Reduce crime.
4. Reduce code violations.

**Community**
1. Improve neighborhood appearance and image.
2. Improve neighborhood behaviors.

**Housing**
1. Improve the condition of neighborhood housing.
2. Increase owner occupancy ratio of housing and encourage home improvements.
3. Enhance the sense of community.
4. Remediate lead paint hazards.
5. Improve the safety and appearance of front porch and steps.
In order to see whether these goals have been met, we examined the current condition of the neighborhood in comparison to the condition of the neighborhood at the culmination of the Neighborhood Preservation Program. The following section highlights the current situation of Baker Donora in terms of housing, crime and safety, aesthetics and community image, floodplain, and community services.

**Community Center Space**
1. Establish a Neighborhood Tool shed, including tools.
2. Install signage and additional landscaping for Community Center.
3. Acquire sports equipment for new "gym" area of the community center.
4. Acquire tables, chairs, and equipment for meeting rooms in the Community Center.

**Beautification**
1. Install “Neighborhood Under Construction” signs.
2. Install fence or visual screening between the Caesar Donora Park and the adjacent railroad tracks.
3. Acquire funds and volunteers for front yard improvement for volunteer service, home improvements, and prizes for a holiday decorating contest.
4. Schedule, organize, and conduct community clean-up activities, such as one or more Extreme Street Makeover projects.

**Marketing and Education**
1. Develop marketing tools and a web site.
2. Provide a computer, printer, digital camera, computer consultant, and web site service for use exclusively by the neighborhood.
3. Offer educational courses in homeownership, credit repair, landscaping, home repair, lead paint awareness, resume writing, health, nutrition, food preparation, healthy lifestyles, substance abuse prevention, and family building.
4. Provide new community and recreational space.
5. Host at least four media events such as open houses, tours, and ground breakings, to promote new image for the neighborhood.
6. Recruit and train volunteers for community service projects.
7. Schedule neighborhood “round-table” events to create neighborhood leadership, promote additional resident involvement.
8. Provide at least four neighborhood leadership training sessions.
Current Situation

In order to provide recommendations for Phase II of the Baker Donora NPP, it is important to denote any changes and progress that have been made in the neighborhood since Phase I implementation. To do that, we have examined several different elements and factors of the neighborhood for the years 2004 and 2008 where available. These elements include the housing age and year built, housing value, building activity during the 4 years of the NPP, tagged homes, and overall condition of the homes. Some of these figures are examined against the condition of Lansing as whole to determine Baker Donora’s position within the city. Also, we examined the crime rates and social demographics of the area, including education and poverty. These too were compared to figures of the City of Lansing.

Next, we examined the image and aesthetics of the area. This area is difficult to determine in the form of specific numbers without knowing any rating criteria that was utilized in 2004. To get an overall judgment of image and aesthetics, we looked at the current programs and the assistance and improvements they added to the NPP. For example, The Extreme Street Makeover Projects helped to improve the aesthetics of three blocks in the neighborhood. Data such as this is what was utilized to analyze the overall aesthetics of the area. We also examined the land use of the area to determine if the overall use of the land was providing a hampering effect to the improvement of the area and to see where compatibility issues were arising to aid in our recommendations for Phase II. Finally, we examined the floodplain issue that is prevalent through a portion of the neighborhood. Because housing and development in floodplains are severely limited due to the high risk and to the Federal Emergency Management Authority (FEMA), it is important to see what programs are currently available and being utilized to ensure the proper developments of Phase II of the NPP.

The following section begins with an overview of Baker Donora demographics, followed by the land use analysis, housing, social conditions, and image and aesthetics. Charts, maps, and images will accompany the explanations and analysis to further aid in the explanation.
Demographics of Baker Donora

According to 2000 Census data, the population of Lansing is 118,920 while the population for Baker Donora’s Census tract is 3,819. The demographic makeups of Baker Donora and Lansing are very similar. For example, the racial makeup of Lansing is 65.3 percent White, 21.6 percent Black, and 13.1 percent other, while Baker Donora’s makeup is 67.5 percent White, 16.8 percent Black, and 15.7 percent other. Additionally, the percentage of female-headed households is very similar- Lansing’s rate is 8.8 percent while Baker Donora’s is 8.9 percent. However, when it comes to issues of poverty, Baker Donora has higher rate than the City of Lansing. 24.6 percent of households in Baker Donora fall below the poverty line while only 16.8 percent of Lansing households do. Furthermore, the median household income of Baker Donora residents is $26,171 while Lansing’s is $34,833. Another factor that puts Baker Donora at a disadvantage to the rest of Lansing is the age of its buildings. In Lansing, the average year structures were built is 1958 while in Baker Donora that year is much earlier- 1940. While the City of Lansing and the Baker Donora neighborhood have many similarities, it is easy to see how Baker Donora needs to have a plan of its own in order to work toward solving the problems that only exist in the neighborhood.
Figure 2.1 Racial Makeup of Baker Donora and Lansing
Figure 2.2 Percentage of Households Below Poverty Line

Figure 2.3 Baker Donora Household Income in 2000
Land Use

Cities employ various principles to regulate land use patterns and physical growth. The revitalizing of certain neighborhoods in the city can be accomplished through land use regulating and zoning techniques. Currently, Lansing is divided into approximately 21 zoned districts, and land is zoned according to how it will be used in that particular area. For many years, the City of Lansing has used these tools to revitalize certain pockets of the community. This has been one of the tools that Lansing is using to turn the Baker Donora neighborhood around.

In general, land should offer a broad mixture of residential, commercial, industrial, and open space uses. And it should be zoned to reflect those uses. “Also, the proposed Land Use principle will create a specific set of research based land use recommendations including an Existing Land Use Map of current uses and a Future Land Use Map that will be used as a guide to both rezoning petitions and potential City-sponsored rezoning.”

Zoning in the Baker Donora Neighborhood

The zoning of the neighborhood helps to regulate land use, the amount of square footage allotted for each house, height, density, right of ways, parking, and signage. Excluding some open space, the Baker Donora neighborhood has 5 zoning districts that are mostly residential, industrial (light and heavy), and commercial. The majority of the parcels in Baker Donora are zoned as Single-Family Residential, which are sprinkled with a handful of Multiple-Family Residential parcels. Most of the commercial zoned land lies on the periphery of the neighborhood along Mt. Hope, Cedar, and Pennsylvania Streets, as does the Industrial zone which is located in the North West corner of the Baker Donora neighborhood.

Existing Land Use in Baker Donora

When we look at an Existing Land Use Map, it is like a snapshot in time; it is a representation of how the land is being used today. Therefore, when we look at the Zoning Map and the Existing Land Use Map together, they should coincide. According, to the Existing Land Use Map’s Legend, Baker Donora is made-up of mostly single and multiple family residential housing, warehousing, service, parks, and vacant parcels. Each description needs to be defined, in order, to get a clear understanding of its use.

Residential: Housing with no more than 2-3 units. Units are intended for the occupancy of a single household.

Multifamily Residential: Housing built for rent or sale with 4 units and over. Includes garden apartments, condos, and high-rise apartments.

Warehousing: A commercial building use to store goods. Also, can be used by various businesses (manufacturers, wholesalers, importers, and exporters).
**Service:** This is defined as public water and sewer (or other public facilities).

**Parks:** Open space with parks for public use.

**Vacant land:** Land with no buildings or usable structures. Includes vacant land zoned for apartments and other residential buildings, commercial and industrial land, vacant streets and alleys, industrial railway land and vacant landscapes.

The neighborhood is varied in the types of uses represented in the neighborhood. Usually warehousing and residential uses are not directly adjacent to one another. Residential land lies adjacent to warehousing land with no buffer, which is much needed as depicted in the following pictures.

![Figure 2.4 Residential homes directly adjacent to the John Bean Building with no buffer](image-url)
Figure 2.5 Residential homes directly adjacent to the John Bean Building with no buffer
Figure 2.6 depicts the location of the John Bean Building within the Baker Donora neighborhood. The parcels directly to the east of the building are also used as industrial properties and warehousing and are not buffered from the rest of the community. The following map shows the Existing Land Use within the entire Baker Donora Neighborhood.
Figure 2.7 Baker Donora Existing Land Use
**Future Land Use in Baker Donora**

Unlike the Existing Land Use Map, which is a snapshot of the present, the Future Land Use Map is a representation of the land about five to ten years into the future. When we look at the Baker Donora neighborhood, we see that the area is still predominately residential (low to moderate density), industrial, commercial, and open space. Again, there is quite a varied scale of uses expected in the future in Baker Donora.

**Low-density Housing:** Includes single-family housing on individual lots. It may include duplexes, granny flats or garage apartments.

**Moderate-density Housing:** This includes small apartment buildings, town homes, and converted single-family homes. Also, low-density housing is included in this category.

**Industrial:** Improved parcels used predominately for manufacturing or on which materials or articles are processed or semi-processed, but not retailed, including related storage areas, and warehousing.

**Commercial:** Parcels that are used for retail, manufacturing, wholesale, and office space that are housed in multifunctional structures.

**Open space:** This includes large, undeveloped areas that are usually owned by institutions or the public.
As Figures 2.7 and 2.8 indicate, the neighborhood is predominately residential and varying uses along the perimeter of the neighborhood on major arterials. Of importance, is the predominate number of homes in the floodplain which promotes development hazards and maintenance issues. Also, as noted above, there are incompatible land use issues, particularly on the northwest side of the neighborhood near the John Bean building. Both the flood plain and the John Bean building should be buffered from the homes as to reduce risk of flooding damage and personal injury, not to mention aesthetics, that could occur on the industrial/warehousing areas near the John Bean building. This type of information and data will be useful when approaching the Phase II of the NPP and should be considered when making recommendations.

The following section will focus on the current condition of housing in Baker Donora to see where improvements have been made in the area and to note where more improvements and changes could be made.
Housing In Baker Donora

One of the main goals of the Baker Donora Neighborhood Preservation Program was to improve the housing condition in the neighborhood. Many efforts have been made by various agencies including the City of Lansing and the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition to improve and rehabilitate housing on a block-by-block approach. In order to assess the progress of the NPP on the housing stock of Baker Donora it is important to analyze certain factors and data gathered before the implementation of Phase I along with data from the current year to assess any changes. Data analyzed in this study seeks to provide any overall picture of the current state of housing in the neighborhood. To do that, the study examines housing age, size, value, and tenure. Also, the study analyzes the building activity of the area to see the extent of home improvements that have been made to reach the goals addressed in the Memorandum of Understanding of Phase I of the NPP.

The Baker Donora NPP Memorandum of Understanding listed several housing goals that the program wished to accomplish over the life of the program. Included in the listed goals were improvement of the neighborhood housing condition, increasing the owner occupancy ratios, encourage home improvements, enhance the sense of community, remediate lead paint hazards, and improve the safety and appearance of the front porch and steps of homes. Although these goals seek to revitalize the neighborhood, no tasks or implementation procedures were listed within the Memorandum of Understanding. However, there have been many efforts to reach these goals through various efforts, including the Extreme Street Makeover and other tools provided by various government and non-profit agencies.

Overall, many improvements have been made in the housing stock of Baker Donora. First, it is important to note that Baker Donora housing is characterized by old housing, most built between 1911 and 1920 and remains relatively small in size (1001-1200 Square feet) due to the fact that the housing was first developed for the lower class factory workers employed at the industrial plant now known as the John Bean Building on the north west side of the neighborhood. Since the decline of the operations in the industrial plant, housing has struggled to maintain value and investment. Between 2004 and 2008, median housing values have stayed level with very little growth or decline. In fact, the median housing value in 2004 was $37,772 while in 2008 the number changed slightly to $37,827 This steady housing value rate may be due to the high amounts of building activity located in the area, with nearly fifty homes rehabilitated in only four years in the entire neighborhood. However, there is still a disproportionately high level of tagged homes in the neighborhood, creating a continual fight to make progress in the realm of housing rehabilitation. Although much improvement has been made in the area, it is very important to continue investment in the housing to ensure that housing values continue to increase. Not only does the Baker Donora neighborhood face these individual problems, they also have been effected by
the current poor conditions of the U.S. housing market and its dangerously high foreclosure rates, and with Michigan’s economic problems. The following pages will detail the NPP housing goals along with the current conditions to aid in overall assessment.

In our analysis of the current housing situation, we gathered housing data from the years 2004 and 2008 to assess the overall improvements that have been made to the community. By taking a close look at various figures, including housing values, building activity, owner occupancy, housing size, and red tagged houses, we can obtain an overall idea of what programs were utilized, the goals that have yet to be reached, and the strategies that could be used with the current situation in reaching the housing goals listed in the Memorandum of Understanding for the Baker Donora Neighborhood Preservation Program. The following is an outline of our analysis.

**Housing Value**

In considering the progress of the Baker Donora Neighborhood Revitalization Program, it is important to examine property values to ensure an appreciating market is present. The data examined was the State Equalized Value (SEV) of each parcel, which was provided by the City of Lansing Assessing Department. The SEV of a parcel is used in determining the amount of property taxes a property owner will pay in a given year. The SEV is the adjusted Assessed Value, which is half of the Market Value of the parcel. The SEV is incredibly useful in determining overall value of the property and also seeing the contribution of taxes that will be provided to the city via property taxes.

The Practicum Group analyzed data from the years 2004 and 2008 in order to chart the differences and changes over the time period of Phase I of the Baker Donora Neighborhood Revitalization Program. As seen in Figure 2.9, the trends are positive. Property values increased slightly over the four years. In 2004, in all of the 643 houses, the house value ranges a lot. There are 16 houses (2.5%) are worth less than $20,000, 125 houses (19.4%) are from $20,001 to $30,000, 267 houses (41.5%) are from $30,001 to $40,000, 166 houses (25.8%) are from $40,001 to $50,000, 47 houses (7.3%) are from $50,001 to $60,000, 22 houses (3.4%) are more than $60,000. We can find that most of the houses are worth between $30,001 and 40,000. The median housing value of 2004 was $37,772.

In 2008, the situation changes slightly. In all of the 612 houses, there are 15 houses (2.6%) worth less than $20,000, 115 houses (18.8%) are from $20,001 to $30,000, 260 houses (42.5%) are from $30,001 to $40,000, 160 houses (26.1%) are from $40,001 to $50,000, 47 houses (7.3%) are from $50,001 to $60,000, 22 houses (3.6%) are more than $60,000. We can find that the houses with values of $30,001 to $40,000 are still the predominance. The median housing value in 2008 was $37,827. However, it is important to note that overall the median housing value increased by $55 over the four years that the NPP program has been in place. This value is minimal and shows that the neighborhood is
struggling to maintain its investment and property value, but it is a hopeful increase. It should be noted that during 2007, housing values nationwide have struggled in retaining value. In fact, according an article in the LA Times on 2/15/08, Lansing, Michigan actually saw some of the highest decreases in property values nationwide. On that note, although the Baker Donora housing values raised minimally over the four years of the NPP program, they fare far better than the cited housing value decrease of 19% in the City of Lansing. The following charts depict the difference between housing values in the City of Lansing and Baker Donora for the year 2007, which shows an obvious disproportionate difference between the two areas.

**Housing Values for the City of Lansing and Baker Donora in 2007.**

![Figure 2.9 Housing Values in Lansing and Baker Donora](image-url)

**Baker Donora Owner Occupancy**
Owner occupancy is an important indicator to community investment and commitment. Home owners have made their home an investment and make efforts to maintain their property and ensure secured investments. Overall,
Homeowners create stability in neighborhoods. A major objective of many neighborhood revitalization programs is to increase homeownership. Homeownership is a symbol of neighborhood stability according to a study by William M. Rohe and Leslie S. Stewart in 1996. (City of Lansing Community Indicator Report). The survey shows that, homeownership indicates a relatively higher income level of the neighborhood. Additionally, the study finds that there is a significant positive correlation between homeownership and property value. Evidentially, high levels of homeownership means good living conditions, improved property maintenance, and longer lengths of tenure. Therefore, more homeowners indicate a good economic situation and a more stable environment in a neighborhood.

In 2004, more than half of the houses (50.5%) were not owner occupied. This is a relatively high number of renters in an area, and can often be attributed to the low-income levels of the residents in the neighborhood. Although efforts to increase homeownership were a focus of the NPP, little change occurred in the four years of the NPP. The percentage of non-owner-occupied homes is still a little more than 50 percent. There is no obvious improvement of this area.

The following chart depicts the difference between the City of Lansing homeowner occupancy with the homeownership of the Baker Donora Neighborhood in 2007. We can see an obvious difference in the percentage of homeownership in these two areas. More than 77.23 percent of the houses are homeowner occupied in Lansing while in Baker Donora neighborhood the percentage is only 49.43%.
The remaining housing factors, e.g. housing condition, age, size, were considered to have some influence on property value and consequently on neighborhood stability, although their influence may be more complex and of a secondary nature. They also provide a means of classifying the type of housing that is characteristic of a given area. This in turn can offer valuable insights in explaining trends influencing neighborhood needs and in identifying appropriate strategies to address these needs.

**Housing Condition**

The physical condition of housing in a neighborhood is a basic measure of the area’s health and fundamental needs. A windshield survey of housing conditions throughout the Lansing community was conducted 1999, as part of the *Lansing Housing Market Survey*. According to this survey, approximately 8.3 percent of the housing stocks were found to be in a poor condition in the whole Lansing area.

The GIS graph of this survey indicates that 15 to 30 percent of the housing in Baker Donora Neighborhood were in poor condition. Compared to the City of Lansing housing condition, the condition of Baker Donora housing stocks are in very low level and deteriorated condition.

According to both Lansing and Baker Donora data, the resulting housing condition is similar to the pattern for homeownership and value. A strong association between housing condition and homeownership is evident from the survey and database of housing condition provided by the City of Lansing Planning Department. These consistently show that homeowners are more likely than landlords to undertake repairs and they spend more on them. Due to the more than 50 percent non-owner occupancy ratio and the fast growth number of tagged homes, there are a number of factors relating to Baker Donora’s housing condition.

However, much improvement has been made to improve the housing condition within the neighborhood. With programs such as the Extreme Street Makeover and funding provided by the City of Lansing and for the NPP Program, much improvement has been made. These improvements will be focused in more detail in the Building Activity Section.
Figure 2.11 Housing Market Study, City of Lansing

City of Lansing Housing Condition
1999
**Housing Age**
The data from the 2004 U.S. Census indicate that the Baker Donora neighborhood’s housing stock is comprised of many small, older houses. More than half of the houses were built between 1911 and 1920, and more than 90 percent of the houses were built before 1930. The average year that housing was built in the neighborhood was 1907, while the average year housing was built in Lansing was 1913. The prevalence of older housing could tend to overly restrict the neighborhood’s housing market and community’s aesthetics. Age can affect property value and, in turn, neighborhood. As noted in the *Housing Market Study* reported by the City of Lansing, some older areas can offer a desirable environment that is difficult to achieve in a new neighborhood but the age of a house is often associated with higher maintenance costs.

![Years built of housing in Baker Donora](image)

**Figure 2.12 Year Housing Built in Baker Donora**

Due to neighborhood build-out, there were very few new homes built after 1930. After 1961, there were only seven houses were built.

**House Size**
The 2004 U.S. Census data and the data from the City of Lansing GIS database, shows the household size in Baker Donora tends to be smaller than other neighborhoods in Lansing. Smaller houses with fewer and smaller bedrooms, bathrooms, and closets can decrease their attractiveness in today’s housing market. From the chart, 88.54 percent of the homes are less than 1400 square feet, and 40.26 percent of the homes are between 801 and 1100 square feet in size which takes the biggest ratio of housing size in Baker Donora neighborhood.
A trend was examined in the 2004 *Lansing Housing Market Study* relating to house size which was considered influential to the stability of some neighborhoods in the City. From the study and the City of Lansing GIS database the average house size in the city of Lansing is 1151 square feet. In comparison, the average house size in Baker Donora is 1052 square feet.

![Housing Size in the City of Lansing 1999](image)

Figure 2.13 City of Lansing Housing Size
Building Activity
One of the major objectives of the NPP was to create a chain reaction of building activity in the neighborhood. Often times when a neighborhood undergoes renovation, neighbors are inspired to improve their own homes. Also, the NPP was providing more assistance in home repair and rehabilitation. The City of
Lansing and the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition combined, rehabilitated nearly 50 homes in the neighborhood in only four years. The neighborhood hoped that residents would take advantage of their funding opportunities and begin building and rehabilitating their homes. To determine whether residents began improving their homes, collection of building permits issued by the City of Lansing Building Department for the years 2004 and 2007 is necessary.

In order to measure building activity, we analyzed the number of building permits issued in 2007 to see if a significant building activity had occurred. In 2007, there were 16 building permits issued to the Baker Donora Neighborhood. Of these 16 permits, 11 (68%) were issued to remove or install roofing, three (19%) were issued for driveway repairs, and one (6%) was issued to repair a floor hoist. Although it is wonderful to see any building activity in the area, the type of repairs that we see here are not associated with rehabilitation of properties. Roof work and repair is a necessary maintenance issue with homes and will create uninhabitable damage if not repaired right away. Thus, roof repair is a poor indicator of building and renovation activity in the neighborhood.

Next, various agencies have been investing in the neighborhood and renovating homes to put on the market for sale. The Greater Lansing Housing Coalition (GLHC) has renovated 17 homes in the Baker Donora Neighborhood since 2004, and has plans for three more in the summer of 2008. The GLHC purchases the homes at a very low cost and renovates them to sell at market value. In fact, the GLHC has been one of the largest influences on the redevelopment of Baker Donora and should have more practices modeled after their strategies and investments. The GLHC is a very important resource for the implementation of Phase II.

The City of Lansing works very closely with the GLHC and has redeveloped and improved 17 homes in the neighborhood as well. Combined, the two entities have improved 34 homes, which is five percent of the total housing units and invested nearly $1,077,266 in housing improvements and assistance. Some of this funding was utilized in the implementation of the Extreme Street Makeover Program, which seeks to improve the overall façade of specific blocks in the neighborhood by installing landscaping, improving porches and fences, and painting homes. This tremendous amount of work and investment in the neighborhood shows that people and agencies are committed to the improvement of the neighborhood, considering that nearly nine homes per year have been improved since the implementation of the NPP Program. If the number of homes improved and rehabilitated in the neighborhood increases to 12 per year during Phase II for five years, nearly 15 percent of the total housing stock will have been improved. This is a promising number that will further encourage neighborhood investment far into the future. The following is a map of redeveloped homes in the Baker Donora neighborhood.
Figure 2.15 Rehabilitated and Improved Homes Since 2004
**Code Violations**

Code violations are very clear indicators as to the investment and commitment that a property owner gives to his home. Code violations are a sure sign that an owner is disinvesting in the property due to financial hardship or for a lack of commitment to the area. Tagged homes are homes that are deemed unsafe for safety and public health reasons. Much of the time it is due to an extended period of vacancy.

We obtained data from the City of Lansing Planning Department charting the number of tagged homes in the Baker Donora neighborhood for the years 2002, 2005 and 2008. The figures represent the number of homes listed on a specific date. We obtained figures from the dates of 12/01/02, 12/12/05, and 02/12/08. Although any structure type (residential, commercial, industrial) can be deemed a red-tag, our study only chose to examine the residential tagged properties for ease of consistency when comparing to the City of Lansing.

On December 1st, 2002, the neighborhood had 23 tagged homes listed with the Code Compliance Department, while one year later on December 12th, 2005 the neighborhood saw 33 tagged homes. On February 12th, 2008, the number of tagged homes reached 53. It is obvious that this number is increasing dramatically instead of decreasing as a main intention of the NPP.

![Uninhabitable Homes in Baker Donora](image)

Figure 2.16 Uninhabitable Homes in Baker Donora

Upon contacting the City of Lansing Building Code Department, it became apparent the extent of the code violation issues in the Baker Donora neighborhood. The Code Enforcement Officer, David Vincent stated that there are two very large problems that lead to the high number of tagged homes in the
Baker Donora neighborhood. These were undoubtedly the high renter occupation homes, who for some reason or another leave the rental home in shambles, creating a larger than expected required investment from the property owner to return the home to a reasonable rental condition. Thus, the property owner does not make these investments and the property suffers to the point of being a threat to public safety. The second major contributor to tagged homes and community decline was the high number of mortgage-foreclosed properties that are owned by banks. Many of these banks are located in other cities and states. No investment or improvements are made to these homes; rather the bank just sits on the property until a buyer will invest in the home. While this process proceeds, often taking many years, the house declines and creates a major community decline circumstance.

For measure of comparison, City of Lansing data was looked at in terms of the percentage of tagged homes in the Baker Donora area. The Baker Donora Neighborhood has a significantly high level of tagged homes compared to Lansing. The charts show the number of tagged homes in Lansing and Baker Donora for the years 2004 and 2008 respectively.

![Baker Donora and Lansing Tagged Homes in 2004](image1)

![Baker Donora and Lansing Tagged Homes in 2008](image2)

Figure 2.18 Baker Donora and Lansing Tagged Homes in 2008

Figures 2.17 and 2.18 clearly show that over time, the number of tagged homes in Baker Donora increases, while the number of tagged homes in Lansing
actually decreases. The reasons for this type of trend are unclear and could be caused by a number of factors. Again, according to the Code Compliance Officer of the City of Lansing, there are a high number of mortgaged foreclosed properties in the neighborhood that sit vacant for many years and are not improved. When the bank owns foreclosed houses, the City of Lansing is legally not allowed to improve the homes without bank approval. Most times, the bank does do approve the houses into programs such as Extreme Street Makeover due to the fact that the decision maker at the bank does not know what needs to be improved on the home. Another reason is that bank owned properties and homes become ineligible for certain types of housing assistance and repair programs, such as the Lead Abatement Program. Finally, there has been a more aggressive approach taken on by the Code Compliance Department in the Baker Donora Neighborhood to enforce City of Lansing housing codes. Overall, it is a combination of factors that are causing the decline of some housing units to the point of being deemed unsafe.

It is obvious that although there have been improvements in the neighborhood, a stronger focus needs to be made on the improvement of tagged homes as to prevent further increase in the number of unsafe and declining homes in the Baker Donora neighborhood. It is important to focus on foreclosure prevention programs and homeowner programs, as well as home improvement and rehabilitation programs because without the homeowners and strong tenure, the houses are going to continue to decline.
Figure 2.19 Baker Donora Uninhabitable Homes in 2002
Figure 2.20 Uninhabitable Homes in Baker Donora in 2008
Mortgage Foreclosed Homes
According to the City of Lansing Code Compliance Officer, mortgage foreclosed homes provide a serious detriment to the rehabilitation of housing in neighborhoods. The reason lies in the fact that once a home becomes foreclosed, it is uninhabited and is held in the property of the corresponding bank that provided the mortgage. Often times, the banks are located in different states and do not improve the house while it remains vacant, which can be for many years. During this time, bank owned homes are vandalized and legally cannot be a part of the home improvement programs provided by the City of Lansing and the GLHC, causing them to become eyesores on the block.

According to the Realty Track website accessed on 1/31/08 there were 40 foreclosed homes in the Baker Donora neighborhood out of the total 632 residential parcels in the community. This number varies on a daily basis, however it currently represents nearly six percent of the Baker Donora housing stock. Lansing has an estimated 1420 mortgage foreclosed properties out of the total 36,448 residential parcels, representing 3.8 percent of the housing stock in the City of Lansing. Again, this number is a very static figure that changes on a daily basis, but the percentage can give us a general idea of what the current state of housing looks like.

The following is a map of foreclosed homes in the Baker Donora neighborhood.
Figure 2.21 Mortgage Foreclosed Homes in Baker Donora in 2008*

Overall, the Neighborhood Preservation Program has made major efforts in the improvement of the housing in the Baker Donora Neighborhood. Nearly 5 percent of the homes have been improved or rehabilitated in only 4 years and the housing values have remained constant in a regional market that is continuing to plummet. There has been over a million dollars invested into the community in four years which will continue to encourage investment further into the NPP Program. It is evident; however, that a large number of homes are still deemed as unsafe, which not only jeopardizes public health, but also creates a road block in the neighborhood improvement process. Although many of these factors are unique to Baker Donora, it must be emphasized that many outlying threats continue to loom over the neighborhood, including the national foreclosure crisis and the national housing market and value decline. When realizing Phase II recommendations, it is important to take these facts into consideration.
Neighborhood Image Improvements

One of the eight original goals of the Baker Donora Neighborhood Preservation Project was to improve the aesthetics of the neighborhood for the benefit of both residents and visitors. The four major methods of accomplishing this were through installation of “Neighborhood Under Construction” signs, installing visual screening of the railroad tracks, encouraging homeowners to improve the visual attractiveness of their homes, and scheduling community clean-up activities. While these goals were feasible and appropriate for the Baker Donora neighborhood, only one of the four has been accomplished since the adoption of the Memorandum of Understanding in 2005.

First in order to market Baker Donora, both residents of the neighborhood and Lansing residents need to identify the area as the Baker Donora Neighborhood. The neighborhood can use redevelopment and revitalization techniques to positively impact the visual impressions that citizens and the businesses want to see. Since Citizens, visitors and the businesses will evaluate the quality of Baker Donora through visual impressions of the neighborhood it is important to maintain a positive image of the neighborhood. Currently, the only marketing of the neighborhood took place during the Extreme Street Makeover Project. The local news station covered the event and showcased several homes. This is an example of using the media to shed a positive light on the neighborhood.

In improving the overall image of the neighborhood, Baker Donora should take a similar approach to those of Reo Town and Old Town in Lansing. They use appropriate gateway signage to convey that the neighborhood is a residential area in which residents take pride. Neighborhood identity is strongly portrayed through signage and entrance beautification. This is a simple and moderate expense that can greatly change the perception of the neighbor, while giving the residents a sense of home and entitlement. However, while this was suggested in Phase I, it was never implemented.

Figure 2.22 Example of a Neighborhood Welcome Sign
In order to accomplish the task of involving the community in clean-up activities, the Baker Donora Focus Center planned its first “Extreme Street Makeover” in July of 2005. Volunteers, both from the neighborhood and visitors, painted and power-washed homes, repaired front porches, and landscaped yards on Ada Street in the Baker Donora neighborhood. In the summer of 2006, the program was again run, this time focusing its revitalization efforts on Baker Street. Finally, in 2007, the Extreme Street Makeover Team took to Baker Street again and continued its improvements. As a result of the Extreme Street Makeover project, parts of the Baker Donora neighborhood’s aesthetic appearance has improved greatly. In fact, the Extreme Street Makeover project has proved to be one of the more successful image improvements and aesthetics projects performed by the Neighborhood. One of the important functions of the project is that is combines City of Lansing residents and volunteers whom may have never set foot in the Baker Donora Neighborhood, with the residents of the neighborhood all working to achieve the same goal: improving the aesthetics of specific blocks to promote stronger community pride and image. The exact numbers of homes that have been improved has not yet become available to the Practicum Group, but the overall appearance of the blocks on Ada and Baker Streets has improved. By maintaining this “block-by-block” approach, the neighborhood will undoubtedly see continue aesthetic improvements. However, as mentioned above, the Extreme Street Makeover should expand its focus from housing façade and encompass the realm of street furniture, lighting, and signage to improve the overall image and aesthetics of the neighborhood.

Figure 2.23 Volunteer help is essential in Baker Donora
Social Improvements

Tying directly in with the image of the Baker Donora Neighborhood is the Social Improvements profile of the neighborhood. One of the goals of the NPP Program listed in the Memorandum of Understanding was to decrease crime and increase the social qualities of the neighborhood such as education, community involvement and leadership, youth programs, etc. By improving the social aspect of the neighborhood, it is hoped that residents will hold other members of the community accountable for their actions and overall crime, safety, and education rates will improve.

Crime

Overall, the Baker Donora Focus Center has made great strides in providing programs for the residents to become involved with, including after school programs and education and life skills programs for adults. It is difficult to determine whether these programs have had an impact on the overall social health of the neighborhood, but there are a couple different indicators that can be gathered that will help to give an overall picture of the social conditions of the neighborhood. Crime rates in the Baker Donora neighborhood compared to the overall City of Lansing are useful in determining the social and safety conditions of the neighborhood by providing an overall glimpse of the types and rates of crime prevalent in the neighborhood. In the past couple decades, Baker Donora’s crime rate has surpassed that of the City of Lansing as a whole. Many factors are related to the elevated crime rates, including community disinvestment. As disinvestment continues in a downward spiral motion, crime rates tend to continue to elevate. It is important to address the crime rates and monitor their changes over a period of time in relation to the city of Lansing. By examining the Baker Donora change in crime rates in comparison to the City of Lansing’s change in crime rates, any neighborhood safety issues can be addressed. The following is a list of Baker Donora Crimes from the years 2004 and 2007, courtesy of the Lansing Police Department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baker Donora</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Sexual Conduct</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Vehicle Theft</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage to Property</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorderly Conduct</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended Ops</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidnapping/Abduction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.24 shows the Baker Donora crime rate for the neighborhood increased by 4%.

As shown in Figure 2.24, the overall crime rate in the Baker Donora Neighborhood has actually increased during the implementation of the Baker Donora NPP. There could be several reasons for this finding. First, crime in City of Lansing has actually risen at a higher rate than that of Baker Donora. In fact, the City of Lansing crime rate was more than double that of Baker Donora, with a nine percent increase in the same crime over the years 2004 and 2007.
A second reason for the increase in crime rates in the Baker Donora Neighborhood may be that the Lansing Police Department may have been making their presence more available in the neighborhood in order to "crack down" on crimes in order to prove their commitment to the area. The distinction between the two instances is important because the later relationship may actually prove to benefit the community and eventually cause a decline in crime rates due to the increased police department commitment to the neighborhood. Efforts are being made to eliminate crime in the neighborhood. The Community Focus Center provides "Hot Spots" sheets to the community members to track where crime was witnessed. These "Hot Spots" sheets are submitted to the Lansing Police Department and to the Code Compliance Officer so as to ensure that proper surveillance is occurring. Also, when determining where to invest in housing improvements in the neighborhood, the Great Lansing Housing Coalition refers to the hot spots and tries to invest where the crime is the highest in the area.

**Education**

Another social condition that can be examined is that of education rates and levels of the community members. It is important to understand where residents peak in their school enrollment as to help assist them in continuing their education, whether it be with high school or college education continuation. The US Census data for the year 2000 was the only data available in terms of educational levels, but this data was gathered at the neighborhood and City of Lansing levels as to provide a general comparison.

When comparing Baker Donora and Lansing in educational attainment, according to the 2000 US Census, there are some important differences. Baker Donora has a slightly larger percent of high school graduates than the City of Lansing. However this is because Lansing has a higher share of people who have attended some college, but have yet to get a degree. This means that there are less people in Baker Donora who are going on to college. Lansing and Baker Donora have the same percentage of people with Associates degrees; however Lansing has a higher percentage of people who are working with a professional degree than in Baker Donora. Baker Donora also has a nine percent higher number of people who have made it to high school, but did not graduate than in Lansing. This data concludes that Baker Donora is behind Lansing in post high school education, with the exception of associate’s degrees.
Finally, the Baker Donora Neighborhood and its focus center have collaborated with partners from the city in order to improve social aspects of the neighborhood. According to the Baker Donora NPP, major project goals included improving economic vitality and financial strength of households and businesses in the target area, establish a framework for active citizen participation and civic responsibility in the Target area that will continue functioning beyond the conclusion of the term of the Memorandum of Understanding, and build a hopeful, supportive, pleasant, and healthy physical and social environment for a diverse population. In order to accomplish these goals, the Baker Donora Focus Center provides programs that encourage the following:

- Community
- Service
- Youth and Families
- Food Preservation
- Parenting
- Health
- Emergency Needs
- Education
- After School and Summer Youth Enrichment Programs

Overall, crime has increased in the City of Lansing as well as the Baker Donora Neighborhood. Educational attainment in the neighborhood is less than that of the City of Lansing, perhaps due to income barriers. However, efforts have been taken by the Baker Donora Focus Center to provide social services to the residents in the form of educational courses, after school programs, health and parenting classes, and even programs that allow for families to use clothes provided by the community center. In short, the Baker Donora Focus Center has dedicated itself to provide human and social services to the community and has been triumphant in its efforts.
Analysis of Phase I Progress

Several objectives were sited in the Memorandum of Understanding, ranging from safety issues all the way through homeownership programs. Specific partners or responsible parties were listed in the MOU to provide commitment to the success of the Neighborhood Preservation Program. In fact, nearly every party has maintained a strong commitment to the area. The City of Lansing and the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition have invested $1,077,266 into the neighborhood to aid in the improvement of homes and aesthetics. Michigan State University has provided funding and outreach support to the community programs such as the Extreme Street Makeover. Additionally, the Baker Donora Focus Center has provided extensive social programs and services to the neighborhood in hopes of improving community values and living conditions.

To assess the work that been completed, we created a matrix summarizing the progress during Phase I of the NPP. Each issue (or concern) was placed in one of three categories: Completed, Partially Completed, and Not Completed. The area of significant improvement lies in the area of home improvements. Since the beginning of the NPP, 47 homes have been improved. Most of these homes have been sold as affordable housing to homeowners in the area. The program Paint a Place has assisted in improving 13 homes in the area by providing resources and manpower to paint their homes. These high numbers show that nearly 12 homes per year have been improved since the beginning of the program in 2005. That is a very promising number for the future of the Baker Donora Neighborhood and for Phase II of the NPP. Also, a great deal of effort has been made in beautifying the neighborhood and façade improvements through the Extreme Street Makeover Projects. Three blocks were improved during these programs by provided landscaping assistance, painting, and porch and fence repair.

Although there are many challenges that confront the Baker Donora Neighborhood, especially when comparing it to the City of Lansing as a whole, there have been significant improvements within the neighborhood. As our data shows, there are a large amount of tagged homes in the area, which continue to increase. Much of this is due to the high home mortgage foreclosure rates. However, continued commitment to continue to reinvest in the neighborhood through programs such as the Extreme Street Makeover and other aspects of the Neighborhood Preservation Program will continue to improve the condition of the neighborhood housing. Also, housing values have remained consistent in a market that is continually declining. This shows that the improvements made to the neighborhood have made a difference in the housing values.

Although crime rates did increase in the neighborhood, the crime rates did not increase at such a rate as the City of Lansing, which increased more than double the amount of Baker Donora neighborhood since 2004. By maintaining the Neighborhood in Action Community Group, crime rates may begin to decrease.
as residents notice that people are committed to improving the community values and safety.

The following matrix details the specific progress made within the Baker Donora Neighborhood from the years 2004 to the beginning of 2008.
Phase I Progress Summary

At the Neighborhood Focus Group Meeting held on Tues, Feb. 24, 2008 at the Baker Donora Community Center, a number of surveys were handed out to those in attendance. The practicum group wanted to take a small sampling of the neighborhood population to get an overall feel of their attitudes about the goals that were set-up in Phase I of the Neighborhood Preservation Plan (NPP). We wanted to know whether they felt that the goals were met, partially met, or unmet and their reasons for those feelings. A total of 20 individuals participated in the survey, and the population was made up of homeowners, tenants, landlords, and business owners. The survey was broken up into several categories and sub-categories. The main categories were Safety, Community, Housing, the Community Center, Beautification, Marketing/Education, and Homebuyer Training & Homeownership.

Safety
The first goal dealt with safety issues in the neighborhood. That issue was further broken down into subcategories including the relationship of the code compliance officer and the Lansing Police Department between the Baker Donora residents in the neighborhood. We wanted to know if the residents felt that there was enough of a visible presence of these agencies in the neighborhood.

Unfortunately, since NPP began back in January of 2004, crime has risen by 4%. This could be partially caused by an increase of crime reporting as a result of the Hot Spot sheets. For instance, Anita Moneypenny-Salinaz is the Baker Donora Focus Center Director, and she in conjunction with David Vincent (the Code Compliance Office) and George Vincent (an officer on the Lansing Police Department), hand out Hot-Spot sheets to the residents to report any crimes that they witness in their neighborhood. Once the sheets are turned into the community center, Anita, will give them to either David or George, and sometimes both depending upon the resident’s concern and the severity of the complaint witnessed. This procedure is followed on a daily basis. According to the survey, the people feel that there is a strong enough presence of both the code compliance officer and the Lansing Police Department in the neighborhood and they feel that crime has gone down compared to before these agencies became involved.

Another concern were the speed of vehicular traffic through the neighborhood. As a result of this concern, two stop signs have been installed in heavy incident areas, and the residents would like to see speed bumps installed too. Lastly, because of Michigan’s current economic crisis there has been a significant increase (numbers have doubled according to David Vincent, the Code Compliance Officer) in the number of uninhabitable and foreclosed houses throughout Baker Donora. This is of grave concern to the residents there.
because these homes now attract crime and promote other safety issues for the children.

Community
The next goal dealt with how the residents saw their neighborhood after renovations and Extreme Street Makeovers took place throughout the community. The practicum group wanted to see if the makeovers have given enough of a visible change to the appearance of streets and whether or not it has helped to change the general public's opinion of Baker Donora. Because of the information given on the Hot Spot sheets, areas in need were targeted for makeovers, in an effort to reduce crime in those areas. Again, we wanted to get the residents feedback to know if they felt that this was a viable strategy that is working. Our survey found that residents felt this goal was only partially met. They felt that this is an ongoing process that continuously will need to be addressed. Unfortunately, Baker Donora has gotten negative publicity that has stayed with it down through the years, but other neighborhoods in other cities have experienced the same things and were able to turn things around. Baker Donora can do the same, but it may take awhile.

Housing
Housing is an important issue, especially with the nationwide increase in the number of foreclosed homes. In this category, the practicum group wanted to look specifically at “sense of community” as it pertains to the rehabilitation of some of the houses. We wanted to know if they or their neighbors planted flowers or made other efforts to improve the appearance of their property or the community. We wanted to know if the residents have seen an increase in the number of owner occupied houses as opposed to renters in their neighborhoods and if those tenants cared about the outside appearance of where they live.

Because many of the homes are so old, lead poisoning is a major concern and we wanted to know if the residents have ever taken advantage of the workshops to become more informed as to what to do to rid their homes of this danger to them and their family. Another problem plaguing the neighborhood is the safety of front porches. The group wanted to know how many porches have been fixed through the monies provided through NPP.

The residents felt that the Extreme Street Makeovers helped to improve the neighborhood housing on their streets and that they and their neighbors wanted to do more to make their property and the community look more attractive. The homeowners have not seen more of an increase in rentals, which they feel is due to the present economy and the mortgage crisis. Only houses that are sold for over $5000 are eligible for lead poisoning inspections; therefore the group couldn’t tell if the residents were talking about the inspection or if they had gone through a lead poisoning workshop. The residents seemed to feel that the GLHC is doing a pretty good job with fixing the porches.
Community Center
When passing into Baker Donora, you immediately realize that the Focus Center is an important part of the neighborhood. Director Anita Moneypenny-Salinez, along with the volunteer staff, offers classes to improve the community. One of the goals of the NPP grant was to provide tools for a community tool shed. The tool shed will be opening this spring, thus the residents feel that the goal was met. The biggest and main goal set was the completion of a new Community Center. Again, certain equipment like chairs, tables, and other equipment were to be provided; along with sports equipment for the children through the grant. And lastly, the practicum group wanted to see if the goal of establishing a neighborhood “Welcome” sign at key Baker Donora entrances had been met. It is obvious to the residents that because the tool shed will be opening this spring that that goal has been met. However, the meeting at the Focus Center made it clear that no progress had been made on the “Welcome” signs. According to Anita Moneypenny-Salinez, paperwork has been filled out since 2004, but still no signs have been installed, thus the residents overwhelmingly feel that this goal has not been met. The sports equipment has been purchased through NPP, but the residents would much rather see it used in the new facility that has been promised but not delivered.

Beautification
In the Memorandum of Understanding, the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition (GLHC) set aside $10,000 from the NPP grant to have a fence installed at the railroad tracks to not only buffer the Community Center and the neighborhood, but as a safety precaution too. Beautification is paramount to any neighborhood attracting potential homeowners, so certain goals under this category were established. Things like funding for front yards improvements (installing grass, bushes, etc) and an annual neighborhood cleanup were to be done. Similarly to the signage problem, the fence has not been installed. The residents have been pleased with both the front yard improvements and the annual neighborhood clean up; therefore, they feel that these goals have been met. Each year the neighborhood gets between 100 and 110 volunteers to go around the neighborhood and pick up and dispose of any trash in the streets or that the residents want to discard. The residents feel that this has been an overwhelming success that always gets a good response.

Marketing and Education
The next goal in the Matrix dealt with Marketing and Education. For this goal, brochures and a website are being created to familiarize all of Lansing and the surrounding areas with the neighborhood. Also, there are a number of classes and services offered at the community center all year long for every age group. There is a space at the Focus Center for anyone who wants to use the internet, and a bus comes through at least once a week to take the children over to the Boys and Girls Club or the YMCA. Additionally, the Focus Center houses a daycare that has been set up for anyone working outside the home that needs someone to take care of their young children. While there are computers
available to the residents, they had hoped for a new printer, digital camera, and a computer consultant who could come in on a regular basis to help them develop their computer skills. For the most part the residents have been very pleased with the services that the community center currently offers, they would just like to see the new one built or at least under construction. They feel that it’s a safe place where kids can go to get off the streets and stay out of trouble. One goal that the residents feel is only being partially met is the neighborhood “roundtable” events. An increase in these activities would help to create more leaders within the community and get other residents more involved too. The residents have expressed an interest and would like to be more involved in this type of setting. Fortunately, Ms. Moneypenny-Salinez will be going out of town on three different occasions for training that she believes will help her to train potential leaders in the neighborhood and will help the residents become more self-sufficient while helping to reduce crime at the same time.

**Homebuyer Training and Homeownership**

The last goal in the Matrix has been somewhat of a challenge because of the slow house sells and foreclosures that are seen nationwide. The practicum group wanted to know if the residents felt that the GLHC had provided enough information (workshops and classes) and put in place enough financial incentives that would encourage someone to purchase one of the renovated homes in Baker Donora. So far, only one person has taken advantage of the down-payment assistance, but hopefully the neighborhood can do something to attract more homeowners to the neighborhood. Another issue is that foreclosures have been occurring more rapidly in the neighborhood among the residents. The major complaint is that the homeowners do not know whom to contact for homeownership assistance. The residents feel that there needs to be someone that can walk them through the entire process.

**Summary of Goals**

It is clear from the matrix that two main issues in Baker Donora need to be addressed and a big portion of community’s attention needs to be on aesthetics and housing. Although the neighborhood is being improved, focus needs to be maintained to continue to improve the aesthetics, housing, and image of the neighborhood. A generally negative perception of the neighborhood continues to overshadow all the progress that is being made. Additionally, the Focus Center and its director have worked hard to put in place all the wonderful programs that help to promote a “sense of place” within the neighborhood. These programs have clearly been the glue that has kept the neighborhood afloat. It is our hope that the Baker Donora neighborhood will succeed by becoming self-sufficient and by not depending upon federal or state funding once Phase II is completed. We believe that this neighborhood can become a safe and prosperous place, where people can live and raise a family.

Furthermore, it is important to note that often times it is difficult to see change in an area when constantly submerged within it, similar to watching a plant grow.
Change doesn’t happen over night. But with continued care and effort, the plant eventually becomes fruitful. With this in mind, it is important for the community to maintain hope that their neighborhood will be improved and continue to take small steps to reach these goals. Many steps have been taken as shown by the improvements done to porches, house paintings, and other efforts. Continued effort will provide success in the reaching the goals established in the Neighborhood Preservation Program.
Phase II Recommendations

The main goal of this Practicum Project was to determine recommendations for the implementation of Phase II of the Neighborhood Preservation Program. Now that we have analyzed the current conditions with the success of the Phase I portion of the program, we are ready to provide an analysis that will lead to our recommendations. We will do this by providing a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats Analysis for the neighborhood. This analysis can help us to determine goals and recommendations to the neighborhood. Following the SWOT analysis will be the goals that we are seeking to reach through Phase II of the NPP. Also included is a detailed matrix highlighting the partners who should be involved with each task, the time it should take to initiate and complete each task, and the cost associated with each task.

Overall, we want to be able to provide short-term, inexpensive goals to the community to use without incredible assistance from the City of Lansing so as to empower the residents in the neighborhood and those involved in the Neighborhood United in Action. Additionally we hope to provide long-term, more expensive goals in which the City of Lansing can have a larger influence.
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis

Based on the analysis of the current conditions in the neighborhood and the improvements that have been made to the area; the Baker Donora Practicum Group provided a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats Analysis (SWOT) in order to provide recommendations that will be helpful for Phase II of the Neighborhood Preservation Program (NPP).

Strengths:
- A strong “sense of place” exists throughout the neighborhood.
- Many activities are offered year round
- Close proximity to the Potter Park Zoo, CATA bus line, River trail, and the Red Cedar River.
- Has a historical characteristic because it was originally built for the workers at the nearby John Bean building (manufacturing plant).
- Abundance of Affordable housing
- Permanent director at the Focus Center and many volunteers, to help with the day-to-day projects.

Weaknesses:
- A high number of vacant, foreclosed, and tagged homes.
- Low number of owner occupied homes and high amount of rentals
- Many houses are run down and in need of rehabilitation
- Neighborhood has a bad reputation in Lansing
- There is a high rate of unemployed and low-income families that reside in the Baker Donora neighborhood.
- High population of disadvantaged children
- Poor relationship between the residents and the business owners

Opportunities:
- The John Bean Building has over 180 businesses
- Focus Center and the local churches contribute to the cohesion of the neighborhood.
- Abundance of affordable housing available to first-time buyers
- The availability of outside help to make suggestions to strengthen the neighborhood (MSU, LCC, and Cooley Law students, etc.)

Threats:
- Some houses are below the flood plain.
- High crime issues (drug activity, shootings, etc.)
- Poor lightning throughout the neighborhood
- There is a negative perception of Baker Donora
- Because of Michigan’s high unemployment rate, many homes are being Foreclosed upon
Recommendations

The original Baker Donora Neighborhood Preservation Program (NPP) Memorandum of Understanding listed a number of goals to be completed within the first four years of the project. Currently, some Phase I goals have been completed while others still leave work to be done. As a result of this, the practicum group has come up with eight short-term goals and three long-term goals. We have also included their accompanying objectives, tasks, timelines, benchmarks, possible partners, and projected costs. Some are continuations of the Phase I goals and some are new ideas from the practicum group. Still, all of them follow very closely to the overarching topics undertaken in Phase I of increasing safety, community, housing, community center space, beautification, marketing and education, and homebuyer training and homeownership.

Short-Term Goals

There are several goals that the Practicum Group views as being short-term goals. Short-term goals can be completed in a relatively short amount of time and most can be accomplished by utilizing assets the Baker Donora neighborhood already possesses, such as the cohesive neighborhood spirit and the Baker Donora Focus Center. The Practicum group sees these goals as a good way to make small, but impactful changes in the Baker Donora neighborhood almost immediately.

Goal 1: Improve Landscape
In the first phase of the NPP of the Baker Donora Neighborhood, it was stated that a goal for the neighborhood was to improve the attractiveness of the neighborhood. We recommend creating a more specific goal for the neighborhood that improves the landscape. The objective of improving landscape in the neighborhood is to improve the aesthetics and the image of the Baker Donora Neighborhood. It is important that these two things are done to the neighborhood in order to help motivate residents.

Spring Cleaning
In order to begin improving the landscape of the neighborhood, there must first be time taken out to do so. A great way to get residents and volunteers involved is to have an annual “Spring Cleaning” for the neighborhood. The Baker Donora Focus Center, Neighbors United in Action, and other community residents would take a week every spring to essentially clean up the neighborhood. It should be held in the spring whenever the weather permits, and should be promoted about a month in advance to local residents and to the media. Effort will be needed to get stores like Wal-Mart or Home Depot to give discounts or donate landscaping tools to the neighborhood in order to support the Spring Cleaning. This program could go into effect this coming year, and it should only require a few weeks of planning and promoting to get it started. Success of the program should be determined after holding the program twice, and by how much in the
neighborhood was fixed up, and lastly by how many people actually participated in it. Costs could range from $500 (which includes rakes, trash bags, leaf bags, gloves, brooms, etc.) to about $1,000 which would be only if there was a need to purchase things like a lawn mower or a weed whacker.

Neighborhood Tools
Another recommendation is to acquire some landscaping tools for the community tool shed that will be for resident use. Partners for this program could include the Focus Center and community residents who are willing to donate tools, as well as stores who sell these items for low-cost. The effort could go into effect immediately since there is already a tool shed available for storage. Fliers could be made to ask residents to donate tools they do not use anymore or that they may be willing to lend to the center. Success of the program should be measured after there are enough tools to satisfy members of the community for borrowing purposes. Depending on how many tools are needed for the community, and also what kinds, the cost for this program could begin at about $100 and end up around $1,000 over the years with replacing and renewing tools.

Youth Involvement
Youth involvement in landscaping activities is also a recommendation for the neighborhood. Create a landscaping club that gives the youth responsibility for projects in the neighborhood, and it the future might help prevent any vandalism that may occur because of youth. This will also help with the beautification efforts for the neighborhood. The Focus Center, community residents and youth are needed for this project. As soon as the weather permits, the program can begin, giving the youth small projects within the neighborhood to work on together. Signs could be made to explain their work. Success for this program relies on how many youth participate in the program. There should be at least a
25 percent turnout rate from neighborhood youth. However, this program will not cost anything to start.

Curb Cleanup Program
A Curb Cleanup program should be initialized in the neighborhood to help with landscaping efforts. This includes proper disposal of wastes and things like furniture that are put out to the curb. The Focus Center, community residents, and the city of Lansing waste management services should partner to make the program successful. The program should take about one year in order for it to make any progress. There should be flyering done by the focus center to announce leaf pickup, waste pickup, and recycling pickup. At least 30 percent of the residents should participate in one of these areas in order to make the effort successful.

Tree Planting Program
Another recommendation for the neighborhood is tree-planting. The community should at least plant 10 trees a year in the neighborhood. Community residents along with the Focus Center can get together to accomplish this goal. Every year the neighborhood should have a tree-planting day, which will help with the environment and aesthetics of the neighborhood. The goal of planting 10 trees should be met each year. Costs vary depending on what types of trees are used. There are also grants available through the Michigan Department of Natural Resources for trees.

Goal 2: Beautify Entrance to Neighborhood
In the first phase of the NPP, some of the goals for the Baker Donora Neighborhood focused on improving the attractiveness of the neighborhood for the benefit of its residents, potential residents, businesses and investors. A great
way to accomplish this goal is to create both a main and secondary entrance into the neighborhood that will enhance the neighborhood in a positive way. This goal was not specifically mentioned in the NPP, however plans were made for neighborhood signs, and the plans have not yet been carried out. A goal for the entrances should be specifically stated in the phase II of the NPP, and it should be put as a top priority, because not only will it identify the neighborhood with a positive image from outsiders, but it will also create pride from the residents.

**Neighborhood Signage**
The first thing that should be done at these entrances is to create an identifiable sign for the neighborhood. The sign should represent all that the neighborhood means to its residents. A larger sign should be at the main entrance, and a smaller sign should be at the secondary entrance. The Focus Center will need a lot of cooperation from the City of Lansing in order to get this completed. These signs should be completed and ready to put up by 2009. According to the NPP, the grant money from the City of Lansing will pay for these costs.

There is a second part to the sign effort. Community residents should create a committee that will put together a design and slogan that represent the neighborhood. These two things will create a positive image for the neighborhood by representing residents as well as introducing future residents to the neighborhood. This should be done immediately, and it should only take the committee about a month to deliberate and vote for the display and slogan.

**Signage Lighting**
There should also be an emphasis on lighting for the area of the entrances. It is important to catch attention, will help to eliminate vandalism at night. Baker Donora will have to buy some type of outdoor lighting like spotlights to help
enhance the entrance. The City of Lansing and Baker Donora Focus Center will have to partner together to find ways to pay the costs. Partnering up with stores like Home Depot could also help lower costs. Lighting should be the last aspect added to the project. Within a year of putting the signs up in the designated entrances, lighting should be in place. There should be a maintenance check once a year to change bulbs and check for vandalism. Depending on how many lights used and the size, costs may vary. Additionally, maintenance will be required to ensure the signs continue to show the neighborhood in a positive light.

**Signage Landscaping**
Lastly, there should be some moderate amount of landscaping involved with the entrances, like planting flowers or plants, and adding woodchips or stones. The Focus Center can get volunteers and residents to help with this project. This should get completed as soon as the sign is put up. The costs will vary for this project from about $50 to $200, depending on what the residents would like to do with the area.

**Goal 3: Create a Buffer Between the Neighborhood, Train Tracks, and John Bean Building**
Our goal is to develop buffers along the railroad and surrounding John Bean building for improving aesthetics and increasing housing value in the Baker Donora neighborhood. Fences constructed of shrubs, barriers, steel or wood bars, landscaping elements, etc. should be placed along the railroad and John Bean building. We should cooperate and negotiate with the State Council of Michigan, Planning Commission of Lansing, county road commissions, and landowners. This project should take between 6 months and 1 year. The length of buffer along the railroad should be 25 to 30 meters and the buffer surrounding the John Bean building should be 10 to 15 meters. It is estimated that the average cost of developing the buffer will be $80 to $100 per foot. Possible funding for this project could come from the Lansing Public Service Department.
Goal 4: Improve Streetscape
Baker Donora’s strongest asset is its “sense of community.” One of the best ways to emphasize the uniqueness of any neighborhood is to improve the streetscapes. Phase I of the Neighborhood Preservation Plan (NPP) provided for the makeovers of some of the houses throughout the neighborhood, but there still needs to be an increase in the overall aesthetics and image of Baker Donora. There should be something that is unique only to this neighborhood and which would make it stand out from the rest of the community.

Bench Art Contest
One task to help improve the neighborhood streetscapes and to keep the streets clean, is to put on a two month long contest, that would be underwritten by the Lansing Art Gallery. The timeline for this contest is one month or less to contact the Lansing Art Gallery for a list of local artists and another month to collect the supplies. The benchmark for the starting date of this competition is either the end of April or the beginning of May. Local artists and the news media would be invited to BAKER DONORA to cover the event and interview the artists as they decorate park benches and trash receptacles. Lastly, at the end of the news broadcast the winner would be announced live. Those same benches and receptacles would be placed at nearby bus stops and the Caesar Donora Park. Home improvement businesses like Menards, Home Depot, and Lowe’s would be contacted to determine if they would donate the materials. The estimated costs for this event would range from $795.00 (for five benches) to $1590.00 (for 10 benches). The receptacles would range from $40 to $400. If these businesses are unwilling to donate the materials, the Lansing Art Gallery could be asked to donate panels on which neighborhood businesses, patrons of the arts, family, friends, etc., could sponsor each artist.

Mural Painting
Another way to invite the public into Baker Donora and change the overall image of the neighborhood is to have the children design, paint murals, and place them
strategically at the main entrances leading into Baker Donora making them the focal point in the park. The timeline for this project would only be during the summer months and local artists along with MSU and LCC students could volunteer once or twice a week to help the children complete the task by summer’s end. To enact this project, the residents and children could have a letter writing campaign to contact local dignitaries and the Lansing State Journal to see if they would do a write-up in the newspaper. In addition, there could be a ribbon cutting ceremony featuring Lansing City Officials and some of the children as one of the murals are placed at either the Pennsylvania Street or Cedar Street entrances into Baker Donora. Realistically, a mural could be completed each month, and by the end of the summer, the children will have completed 3 or 4 murals. Again, creative financing and persistence would have to be implemented by the volunteers who would either write letters or make phone calls to get businesses like O’Leary’s Paint, Home Depot, and Lowe’s involved through donations or sponsorship.

**Birdhouse Decoration**

To promote a sense of community among the residents, birdhouses could be decorated and painted by the residents who would give them away to their neighbors. The Lansing Art Gallery, MSU, and LCC students could be involved to help the residents get the birdhouses completed during the summer months. This project could last for years and be enacted immediately. The entire neighborhood could get involved in this project, especially the senior citizens. The birdhouses can be pre-made from either Michael's or any craft store for no more than $20. It should take no more than two months to gather all of the supplies needed and to make the phone calls to determine sponsorship. Depending on the number of people involved, the residents should be able to finish around 50 birdhouses between the months June and August.

**Porch Light Giveaway**

Lastly, to make the neighborhood safe for people to walk at night, there could be an ongoing light bulb giveaway (energy saver) campaign where the lighting is improved throughout the community as a result of residents are keeping their porch lights on all night. Consumer’s Energy and the Lansing Board of Water & Light (LBWL) could donate energy saver light bulbs to the residents three or four times a year. The campaign could have a slogan like “Light your neighborhood – one porch at a time” or “save a life and keep your porch light on through the night.” Volunteers could go door-to-door handing out the bulbs and encouraging the residents to take part in the campaign. If Consumer’s Energy or the LBWL does not want to donate the bulbs, then grants might be available for neighborhoods that want to reduce crime in their community. The cost of the energy saver bulbs at Home Depot is about eight dollars for a pack of two (therefore 700 bulbs (one per household) would cost $6,000).

**Goal 5: Improve Housing Condition and Occupancy**
Due to the decline and bad reputation in Baker Donora Neighborhood, the goal of increasing home ownership and occupancy is very important. In order to implement this goal, there are six tasks.

**Mortgage Program**
The first task is implementing a loan program to provide easy access to home mortgage loan program. The City of Lansing and the Michigan State Housing and Development Authority (MSHDA) will provide low interest loans on housing improvements for low-income homeowners. Due to the bad economic environment of Michigan, it will help homeowners throughout the mortgage and financing problem. This program will last five years, provide up to $100,000 per household and aid 10 households a year. The funding will be from the Development Office Housing Rehabilitation Program, Community Development Block Grants, and MSHDA funds.

**Mortgage Education**
The second task is concerned with the education programs on mortgage loan, housing financing, insurance and maintenance. These objectives will help people to better use resources to solve their housing issues, in this case to increase home ownership. These objectives include providing assistance to home insurance, acquiring a housing counselor and providing education on housing mortgage and maintenance. The City of Lansing, the Baker Donora Focus Center and MSHDA will be the major partners to help to execute this task. This program will last five years and comprise with several workshops, monthly community meetings, particular help meetings and the appointment with professional housing counselors. This task will approximately need $20,000 to $30,000 per year, and the costs will be covered by CDBG funds and Ingham County MSU Extension Services.

**Housing Revitalization Program**
The third task is to improve housing condition, which is implemented by the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition (GLHC). This Housing Revitalization program will improve the reputation of Baker Donora Housing and then increase home ownership. It will last another five years for Phase II and have a goal of renovating five houses per year. GLHC will be asked to provide funds of up to $100,000 per house.
The fourth task is to improve appearance of the front porch and steps of homes as well as street improvement. The Extreme Street Makeover Program, already implemented in Phase I, will continue to be executed by the Baker Donora Focus Center and the City of Lansing to beautify the appearance of the community. This task will use the CDBG and MSHDA money to renovate two blocks per year in Baker Donora Neighborhood in the next five years for Phase II.

Help Room and Give Center
The fifth task is to establish a Help Room and Take and Give Center to improve tenure and enhance the sense of the community. The establishment of Help Room is to offer daily and emergency help to neighborhood residents, and the Take and Give Center will accept residents’ donations and classify them for other residents’ needs. This task will need one to two years to establish two 200 square foot rooms in new Baker Donora Community Center, and need approximately $40,000 to $50,000 per year for the facilities and support staff. Ingham County MSU Extension Services and the Baker Donora Focus Center will take charge of this project and provide the funds.

Gymnasium and Computer Lab
The sixth task is to establish a gym and computer lab in the new Baker Donora Community Center. According to enhance the community’s infrastructure, it will improve tenure and the sense of community. While this was a goal listed in Phase I, this program should be implemented in the next five years, and the Baker Donora Focus Center and the City of Lansing will take charge on this project as well as Ingham County MSU Extension Services will provide some of funds for the facilities and staffs. Because of the large amount of funds needed, the particular scenario still needs to be determined.

Goal 6: Create a Connection Between the Baker Donora Neighborhood and Potter Park Zoo
The sixth goal is to create a connection between the Baker Donora neighborhood and the Potter Park Zoo. In Phase I, the overarching goals of beautification and marketing are discussed. Providing this trail would promote the visibility and image of the Baker Donora neighborhood. Additionally, it would add signage and landscaping that would increase the beauty of the area. In order to accomplish this, the tasks of putting signs in neighborhood directing traffic toward Potter Park and put signs on the River Trail that direct traffic toward Baker Donora should be accomplished within one year of Phase II implementation. Additionally, funding was already allocated for projects similar to these in the Phase I goals, so this project should also be nearly free of expense to the neighborhood. Finally, the Baker Donora neighborhood should continue its partnership with the City of Lansing in order to accomplish this goal.
Goal 7: Increase Homeownership
One of the goals in the NPP Memorandum was to improve the conditions of the neighborhood housing and the housing value. We have comprised six objectives that will be included in Phase II portion of this plan, these consist of increasing the housing exterior appearance, educate members of the neighborhood on home improvement tips, flood proofing, and preventing lead exposure. Also the neighborhood should take steps to improve the streetscape and porch aesthetics.

Paint Homes
The first objective is to increase housing exterior appearance and value; we plan on doing this by painting homes within the neighborhood between the months of May and September. By painting one house per month for four months, volunteers will be needed. The estimated cost per home is $200 to $500, this is a very feasible goal, and homes throughout the neighborhood have already been painted and have been a success.

Home Improvement Education
The second objective is to educate members of the community about home improvement tips, programs and grants. If a class is implemented on fundamental methods to enhance the homes appearance, this will enable community members to take initiative and make small to intermediate improvements to their homes themselves. Also the class will teach and inform the homeowners how to apply and receive grants from the city. By holding one public meeting monthly and send out flyers for six months, this will be an efficient way inform the whole community on available money and programs. The Baker Donora Focus Center was very good in enlightening the community on ways they could improve their during phase I, in Phase II we plan on expanding on what the Focus Center started and educating the neighborhood on way to receive grants and funding for home improving.
Extreme Street Makeovers
The third objective is to enhance aesthetics of the streets throughout the Baker Donora neighborhood. The Extreme Street Makeovers have been a huge success during Phase I, and we plan on continuing and build on the progress already made. For the next two years, if one street per year is made over majority of the neighborhood will have been improved. During Phase I, Pontiac and Ada streets were made over, costing approximately $4,000 to $9,000. This was funded by MSHDA and other local funds.

Floodplain Education
The fourth objective is to educate residents who live in the flood plain about flood proofing techniques and NFIA insurance. In Phase II we plan to have a class implemented to notify and inform community members whole live in the flood plain area on flood prevention. The Focus Center can also accommodate these meetings. There are future plans to tear convert the flood plain area into green space, however a flood in a 100-year flood plain can occur at any time. We feel within six months, holding one meeting a month will adequate enough to inform residents who live in the flood plain on flood proofing techniques and prevention.

Pre-mediate Lead-Paint Hazards
The fifth objective is to Pre-mediate lead-paint hazards. This program started up again on January 1st, 2008. Some residents already have become certified in lead-paint prevention at the end of the class. During Phase II we plan on expanding the knowledge of lead prevention through the focus center, holding public monthly meetings for six months will allow the whole community to become educated in the dangers of lead in homes and methods of prevention.

Front Porch Improvement
Objective six is to improve the safety and appearance of front porches and steps of homes throughout Baker Donora. Phase I has already made progress towards this goal, through the NPP grant; roughly 10 porches have been renovated. Repairing two to five porches per year for three to five years will be a practical length of time to complete this goal. $200 to $500 is the estimated cost of refurbishing each porch.
Goal 8: Increase Employment and Entrepreneur Opportunities
The eighth goal is to create a business association that will include any home-based businesses in the neighborhood. The Phase I goals do not touch on this aspect of the neighborhood directly. However, one of the goals is to “develop marketing tools and a website” and a neighborhood business association would help positively promote the businesses in the area. This goal is comprised of one objective- to promote business leadership within the neighborhood.

Neighborhood Business Association
In order to accomplish this, there are two sets of tasks. The first involves compiling a comprehensive list of businesses in the neighborhood and then drafting a charter for the association to follow within one year. The second set of tasks is to put the association into action. Within two years of the implementation of Phase II, the association should be distributing newsletters on a regular basis and also helping to educate members on business funding opportunities. The total cost of this goal should be relatively low. The only cost should be in printing the newsletters. However, the Focus Center has a copy machine, and if possible, it could be printed there for virtually no cost. Additionally, the business association could partner with the Greater Lansing Convention and Visitors Bureau and the Lansing Chamber of Commerce.

Long-Term Goals
There are a number of recommendations that the Practicum group is providing that require action from parties outside of the Baker Donora Neighborhood including the City of Lansing Planning and Development Departments, the Ingham County Land Bank Authority, the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition, and the Michigan State Housing Development Authority, Federal Emergency Management Authority, Michigan State University, etc. Due to this fact, some of the following recommendations lend themselves to becoming rather long-term goals for the community and the City of Lansing to upkeep. However, it is believed that by implementing some of these recommendations, the state of the neighborhood will improve when combined with the other more local and short-term recommendations that the community residents can utilize.

Goal 1: Eliminate Flood Risks to Homes Within the Flood Plain
Considering that large portion of Baker Donora lies within the floodplain, there remains a large risk of flood damage to the area homes, which becomes incredibly costly to repair and maintain. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has strict regulations in place regarding structures built within the floodplain. In fact, development is severely limited. On top of that, Baker Donora has a high number of tagged homes within the neighborhood, some of which lie in the floodplain. In order to conquer all of these problems, the Practicum Group offers a recommendation that requires multi-agency cooperation to create an overall community benefit.
Demolish or Redevelop Tax-Foreclosed Homes

The Ingham County Land Bank works to either redevelop or demolish tax-foreclosed homes and can utilize Brownfield funding to do such projects. FEMA works to reduce the amount of flooding threats that affect properties and provides assistance in doing so. The Greater Lansing Housing Coalition works to acquire and redevelop homes that can be marketable with considerable work for affordable housing opportunities. The City of Lansing has several different departments that are interested in not only reducing flooding threats, but also reducing the number of tagged homes and increasing the amount of greenspace and park land available to communities. Considering the interconnectedness of these agencies to the Baker Donora floodplain situation, it makes complete sense to create a partnership with the mentioned agencies to acquire property (GLHC and Land Bank), demolish the homes, especially tagged and tax-foreclosed properties (FEMA, Land Bank) and redevelop as parkland or greenspace (City of Lansing). This type of partnership would work to solve a multiple of problems by maximizing agency resources. Tagged and tax-reverted homes would be demolished, which would reduce the flooding threats to homes and the overall cost associated with floodplain repair. Also, greenspace would be created along the Red Cedar River, which is one asset to the Baker Donora Neighborhood that is currently not being utilized. One simple demolition could create a public access point to the river where residents could partake in various recreation opportunities. By combining several parcels together, an entire riverfront park could be created to create a wonderful draw to the community directly adjacent to the river walk trail.

As mentioned above, the partners involved would be the City of Lansing, the Ingham County Land Bank Authority, the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition, and FEMA. Also, residents would be involved in the park development stages. This type of program would take 1 year to begin to implement, but nearly 5-7 years before actual parkland and riverfront access is developed to its full potential. Considering that it costs nearly $10,000 for demolition of one home, and with a benchmark of 3 homes per year for 5 years, the overall cost of the program
would be $150,000 with 15 total homes removed from the floodplain and converted to parkland. Considering the funding available to each agency involved, this type of cost could be easily covered.

**Goal 2: Increase Homeownership**
As mentioned before, only 50 percent of the parcels in Baker Donora are homeowner-occupied. Homeowners provide stability to a neighborhood and generally perform maintenance and upkeep on the homes on a consistence basis. One of the original goals of the Neighborhood Preservation Program was to increase home ownership, which was not accomplished in the four years of the Phase I implementation. As a goal to increase home ownership in the neighborhood to promote a more stable community with longer tenure, there are several options that can be utilized by multiple agencies.

**MSU Home Buyer Program**
The first recommendation involves developing a MSU Home Buyer Program. An MSU Home Buyer Program would encourage university staff to purchase homes within the Baker Donora Neighborhood in order to receive assistance and incentives for purchasing the homes. The University and the City of Lansing could provide incentives in the form of down-payment assistance or a yearly contribution to the annual mortgage payments. The assistance would be provided with the stipulation that the homes are improved and maintained and with a certain time commitment to the area. This type of program would greatly improve the neighborhood by not only increasing home ownership, but also allowing a professional population into the neighborhood to perhaps contribute to the overall image of the neighborhood. Currently, the program could be marketed for the service oriented university staff that may be in the market for a starter home, including janitorial staff, parking maintenance staff, and other full-time, lower income staff on the MSU campus. As the quality of the neighborhood improves through other efforts, the program could be marketed to more professional staff.
In order for this type of program to be successful, a plan of action determining the extent of funding assistance to the potential homeowner is mandatory. It is suggested that MSU and the City of Lansing both contribute $10,000 per home to the University staff purchasing the home in Baker Donora. Also, a strong marketing campaign is required to make sure that employees are aware of the program and the benefits provided to them for purchasing the home. But before the program can be completely successful, continued improvement of the overall neighborhood aesthetics and image is necessary not only from the current residents, but also from the agencies already committed to the Neighborhood Preservation Program.

The partners and stakeholders involved in this type of program include Michigan State University and the City of Lansing who could both match funds to contribute to the overall assistance provided to the potential homeowner. Other stakeholders may include Lansing Community College decision makers to develop a similar program, and also the current residents. The overall cost of implementing a MSU Home Buyer Program is determinate on the level of funding provided to the potential homebuyers. It is recommended to invest $20,000 per home in assistance. Other program costs could include the time and personnel necessary to market the program, which could amount to nearly $5,000, which would be a one-time expenditure. Setting a benchmark of five homes per year for five years being sold to university staff utilizing an MSU Home Buyer Program would result in an overall cost of $550,000 and 25 homes sold to staff and improved within the neighborhood. This sounds like a lot of money, but this cost will be split among several different agencies.

**Police and Teacher Next Door Programs**

The second recommendation to aid in the increase of home ownership is a Police and Teacher Next Door Program. This type of program was utilized in specific target neighborhoods in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and proved to be quite successful in increasing home ownership and reducing crime rates. The logistics of the program include offering newly improved homes to local police officers and teachers before putting the homes on the market for the general public. Incentives for the police and teachers include down payment assistance and tax incentives for a specified number of years with the stipulation that the house is improved and maintained consistently. This is a reasonable program for the Baker Donora neighborhood due to the fact that police and teachers are public servants with relatively limited levels of income. However, they are respected professionals that will not only provide as a neighborhood watch to improve the image of the community, but also make general housing improvements to their homes.

Potential stakeholders involved in this type of program include the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition, who can reserve homes that they improve on the market for a set period of time for police officers and teachers before opening the sale of the property to the general public. Also, the Lansing Police Department
and the Lansing Public Schools Teachers Union would be involved in the program to ensure that employees are aware of the program. The City of Lansing could provide incentives to the potential homebuyers in the form of down payment assistance ($10,000) or tax incentives, which could be utilized through CDBG funds or MSHDA assistance. Other stakeholders include the local residents and the teachers and police officers themselves. Without considering the cost to the GLHC of redeveloping a home (typically $50-75,000 per home) the program will be relatively inexpensive to administer. With setting a benchmark of three homes sold through the program for five years and providing a $10,000 incentive per home, the program cost of implementation is $150,000 and 15 homes sold to police officers and teachers in a five-year time span.

Goal 3: Increase Employment Opportunities
Considering the current state of Michigan’s economy and the high unemployment rate, it is important that residents have opportunities to make a living to be able to support themselves in today’s society. Baker Donora residents are at another disadvantage with having lower education levels, it is incredibly important that there are opportunities available for them. This report does not seek to recommend commercial uses within the neighborhood due to the lack of a market analysis and the potential demand; however, this report fully supports the employment of entrepreneur efforts among the residents that may potentially serve the community. Some of these types of efforts could include day cares, barbershops, technical/computer services, and other in-home businesses. With the current zoning being mostly Single Family Residential, it is often difficult and costly to obtain permits to convert portions of homes to business operations. This setback leads to the following recommendation.

Entrepreneur Overlay District
An Entrepreneur Overlay District for the Baker Donora Neighborhood would allow for residents to have greater ease in converting portions of their home to a business endeavor that requires a small amount of real estate but could be accommodated within the home. The overlay district would create specific specifications in the conversion of homes to businesses and remove the requirement of having to obtain a Special Use Permit for certain business practices in the area, or waiving the fee associated with the Special Use Permit. Instead of creating more increased development standards like many overlay districts do, this type of overlay would require standards that are inexpensive and relatively easy to comply with so that residents can successfully transition portions of their home into a business. The district could provide funding for any entrepreneurial efforts or assistance in the conversion process. Marketing of this type of program is necessary so that residents become bold enough to start a home operated business.

In order to create an Entrepreneur District, the City of Lansing must assess the current development standards for the Single Family Residential Zone and consider what types of standards are appropriate for a system that promotes
home businesses. Implementation may take as many as 5 years to work its way through the administrative process and become an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance. Other stakeholders include the residents and the Baker Donora Focus Center who can provide entrepreneur classes and assistance to those interested in becoming business owners and operators. The overall cost of implementation remains with the City of Lansing administrative staff time and wage costs for developing such a district.
Conclusion

The Practicum group has prepared an extensive list of goals and their associated objectives, tasks, timelines, benchmarks, possible partners, and projected costs that we hope the Baker Donora neighborhood to find useful. By separating the goals into two sections- short and long-term goals, and by incorporating the overlying themes from Phase I, we hope the goals are easy to pursue and execute as a successful Phase II plan.

The following is a detailed matrix summarizing the tasks needed to complete the goals at hand, the partners involved, the time needed to complete each project, and the cost of each task. The matrix is intended to provide a quick glance of the recommendations and can be used for quick reference.
Final Summary

Overall, the Neighborhood Preservation Program needs to continue making improvements to the Baker Donora Neighborhood in the City of Lansing. The neighborhood has many strengths and opportunities that can help move the program forward, such as its strong community unity, the Community Focus Center, and the level of commitment that stakeholders are exhibiting through the Neighborhood Preservation Program. Many of the weaknesses and threats to the neighborhood have begun to be resolved with the improvements that have been made to the housing stock via rehabilitation programs available to the neighborhood. In total, combined with the City of Lansing CBDG program, the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition, and the Paint-a-Place Program, 47 homes have been improved or completely rehabilitated. This shows incredible improvements in the neighborhood in only 4 years. Also, the Community Focus Center has provided numerous enrichment programs to the community in the form of after school programs and homeowner assistance programs. This level of improvement should bring hope to the neighborhood residents as they continue to work towards their goals during Phase II of the Neighborhood Preservation Program.

Areas where improvements and focus should be allocated still remain in the condition of the housing stock as well as neighborhood aesthetics. As the data shows, there have been an increased amount of tagged homes in the neighborhood which will encourage blight, declined property values, and crime. A focus should be made on the tagged homes in Phase II when implementing housing rehabilitation projects to not only begin to eliminate the number of tagged homes, but also promote home ownership. Also, the data also shows a high number of foreclosed homes, which according to David Vincent, the Code Compliance Officer in the neighborhood, contributes to the high number of tagged homes. By providing foreclosure assistance programs to the neighborhood to help prevent foreclosures, perhaps the neighborhood can maintain their homes and not be subject to foreclosures. When deciding on rehabilitation projects, perhaps the City of Lansing and the greater Lansing Housing Coalition can chose to rehabilitate the foreclosed homes before they become neighborhood eye-sores. Aesthetic Improvements include several simple measures including incorporation of a sign and slogan in increase the image of the neighborhood, as well as the addition of benches, lighting, murals, etc. Overall, aesthetics and home improvements are the two most pressing issues that can be accomplished within the neighborhood. Another major focus should be on the reduction of crimes in the area to increase the safety of the residents.

Finally, in Phase II, the Practicum Group recommends maintaining the original goals of Phase I and continue working towards those goals with a more clear focus as to who is responsible for specific tasks and what tasks are required to achieve a goal. Other recommendations were provided in the form of short term
and long-term goals. The short-term goals are intended for the neighborhood residents to be able to easily achieve with minimal resources in order to see results in a short amount of time. Some recommendations are specific, while others can be catered to the specific party involved with the tasks. The long-term goals are intended for action to be made from various City agencies, including the City of Lansing Planning Department, the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition, Michigan State Housing Development Authority, and the Public Service Departments. Their involvement in the long-term projects is crucial in making major and significant changes to the neighborhood.

To reiterate an important fact, it is incredibly vital that all partners remain committed to the improvement of the neighborhood, especially the residents. As mentioned above, often times it is difficult to see change as it happens when immersed within the neighborhood, but like a plant, change takes time and energy and commitment. With time, hard work, hope and commitment the Baker Donora Neighborhood will continue to improve and blossom into a wonderful place for residents to live and play.
Appendix

Tools for Implementation
There are many different tools the Baker Donora neighborhood can utilize in implementing the goals outlined by the Practicum group. The following is a list of possible programs Baker Donora can make use of.

Housing Programs
City of Lansing:

Development Office Housing Rehabilitation Program:
This program provides 0% loans on housing improvements for low-income neighborhoods. Improvements that are included are roof replacement, window replacement, lead abatement, and exterior painting.

Lead Free Lansing:
The City of Lansing provides up to $8000 for the removal of lead in homes with children under 6 years old. The program is limited to low-income homeowners and must be met with a 25% match of funding.

State of Michigan:

Michigan State Housing Development Authority:
Home Owner Programs: Homeowners are given opportunities to take out loans for any type of improvement to the house with very low interest rates.

Non-Owner Occupied PIP Program:
Landlords are allowed to take out MSHDA loans up to $100,000 depending on the number of units in the building. These improvements must be used for overall building improvements.

Michigan State Health Department:
Healthy Homes University: This program provides funds for specific home repair in homes with children with asthma. The funds can only be used for very specific repairs that improve the overall air quality of the home. This program has funding through the end of 2008.

Greater Lansing Housing Coalition:
The greater Lansing Housing Coalition has had a major impact on the improvement of homes in the Baker Donora neighborhood. Using MSHDA and other local funds, the GLHC has acquired and redeveloped several different houses within the neighborhood. The Coalition also provides resources for redevelopment projects such as the Extreme Street Makeover Project that aimed to improve housing exteriors on a block-by-block basis.
Allen Street Neighborhood Center:
The Allen Street Neighborhood is a CDC for the Allen Street neighborhood, which lies adjacent to Baker Donora. Although it was not intended to provide resources for the Baker Donora Neighborhood, the CDC still provides community assistance. Programs include homeowner counseling, parenting programs, and community tool sharing.

The Baker Donora Community Center:
The Baker Donora Community Center is the driving force behind community redevelopment efforts. General assistance is available to the community in terms of housing assistance programs, and social and educational programs. The Baker Donora Community Center currently offers the following housing services to its residents:

- Housing Task forces
- Neighborhood Preservation Program
- Home Ownership Classes
- Budgeting
- Home Repair Workshops
- Land Foreclosure
- Bank Foreclosure
- Senior and Special Needs Fix Up Programs
- Ramp Program
- Extreme Street Make Over Program
- Landscaping Workshops
- Senior and Special Needs lawn Care program
- Snow Angels program
- Paint a Place
Social Programs of Baker Donora

These are Programs geared towards community development and leadership. A strong community base is important in the Baker Donora Neighborhood, and building a sense community requires citizenship participation.

Service: Service in Baker Donora is required from its residents; it is important that the whole community takes part in helping with re-building the neighborhood.

Youth & Families: These programs are created to help with growth in relationships between the youth and families in the neighborhood.

Food Preservation: These programs help families and residents with proper preservation techniques for their food.

Parenting: These programs are offered to help parents with skills in handling their children properly.

Health: Health is important in Baker Donora; these programs give access to important health tips for families and residents in the neighborhood.

Emergency Needs: It is important that families in Baker Donora get the help that they need in case of an emergency. These programs provide things such as extra food, clothes, and linen when needed.

Education: Education is important for every single resident of Baker Donora, and these programs help residents with getting their GED, college prep, and other various learning tools.

After School & Summer Youth Enrichment Programs: The Baker Donora Neighborhood cares for its youth by providing activities that will help enrich young minds. These programs help keep youth busy and positive.
Baker Donora Zoning Definitions:

“B” Residential District

Permitted Uses: Single-family detached dwellings with minimum lot size of 4,000 square feet.

Use by Special Condition and Special Land Use Permit: The same as above.

“C” Residential District

The intent of the “C” Residential District is to provide lots for moderate density two-family dwellings. The district is designed to do all of the following:

Permitted Uses: Single-family dwellings, two-family dwellings with lot area per unit as follows:

- Efficiency – 2,400 sq. ft.
- 1 bedroom – 2,800 sq. ft.

“H” Light Industrial

The intent of the “H” Light Industrial District is to permit the construction or conversion of structures and the use of land for the purpose of manufacturing, processing, compounding, packaging, assembling or treatment of items permitted by this section within an enclosed structure.

Permitted Uses: Manufacture of already processed components such as bakeries, cosmetics, candies, tool, die and machine shops, manufacture of toys, furniture, appliances, truck terminals, metal forging, dry cleaning plants, laundries, laboratories, lumber yards, and contractor storage yards.

Use by Special Condition: Trade school, child day care, museum, library, animal hospital, kennel, car trailer and RV sales, heliport, heavy auto repair.

Use by Special Land Use Permit: Church, drive-in theater, other storage yards, research laboratory, and residential uses.

“I” Heavy Industrial

The intent of the “I” Heavy Industrial District is to permit the construction or conversion of structures and the use of land for the purpose of manufacturing, processing, and compounding of semi-finished or finished products from raw materials, as well as from previously prepared materials.

Permitted Uses: Power plants, manufacture of automobile parts and car assembly, industrial scrap metal processing, cleaning, processing, servicing, or repair of any product.
Use by Special Condition: Same as “H” Light Industrial District, adding all outdoor storage yards and salvage yards.

Use by Special Land Use Permit: Church, drive-in theater, sanitary landfill, mining, junk yard, research laboratory, and residential uses.

“F” Commercial

The intent of the “F” Commercial District is to allow general retail commercial use.

Permitted Uses: General retail uses (i.e., comparison retail, theater, hotel) as well as convenience retail and office uses.

Use by Special Condition: Accessory residential uses at “DM-3” density, hospital, clinic, animal hospital, kennel, and vehicle sales.

Use by Special Land Use Permit: Similar to “D-1” District.

* Data gathered from City of Lansing Zoning Code
Cost Estimate Information for Phase II Recommendations

Goal 1: Improve Landscape
Free Wood Chips Offered from the Parks and Forestry Division, City of Lansing
http://www.cityoflansingmi.com/parks/forestry/programs.jsp

Costs of Landscaping Tools
http://www.homegardenandpatio.com/curb/landscaping.htm

Curbside Collection, Frequently Asked Questions, City of Lansing
http://www.cityoflansingmi.com/pubserv/wastereduction/index.jsp

Tree Planting Grants, State of Michigan
http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,1607,7-153-10371_10402-187906--,00.html

Costs of Trees

Goal 2: Beautify entrance to the neighborhood

Outdoor Lighting Costs
http://www.lampsplus.com/Products/s_clearance-Landscape/

Goal 3: Create Buffer between neighborhood, train tracks, and John Bean Building
Cost info source:
(http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0CE4D8163BF937A35755C0A967958260&sec=&spon=&pagewanted=all)
The projection will experience 6 months-1 year.

The width of buffer along the railroad should be 25 - 30 meters

It is estimated that the average cost of developing buffer will be $80-100 for a foot (http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0CE4D8163BF937A35755C0A967958260&sec=&spon=&pagewanted=all).
**Goal 4: Improve Streetscape**

www.homedepot.com  Model: 9052-16  
(Teak Bench)  Price: $149.00 + .06 = $157.94

www.homedepot.com  Model: 5M8232  
(23 Watt Soft White)  Price: $6.88 + .06 = $7.29  
(CLF, 2 Pack)

www.belson.com/trash.html  Model: R55TR or R55BT  
(Thermoplastic Coated Trash receptacles)  Price: $326 + .06 = $345.56

www.charlottekaye.com/birdhouses.html  Models and Prices vary depending on preference

http://special.sk-mfg.com/?gclid=CL7_nYu8s5ICFQJQxgod2W85Rw  This is a website for Bo Gourd Birdhouses  Price: $2.99 + tax + S&H

**Goal 5: Increase Homeownership and Occupancy**

www.costhelper.com/cost/home-garden/painting-exterior.html

www.eastcoastwash.com

**Goal 7: Improve Housing Conditions**

The goal “Provide easy access to home loan program” is based on the Property Improvement Program (PIP) which is administered by MSHDA. The link is:  
http://www.michigan.gov/mshda/0,1607,7-141-5505_46195--,00.html

**Commitments:**

Property Improvement Program (PIP): The purpose of the Property Improvement Program (PIP) is to improve housing stock by providing a low interest loan to home owners with low to moderate incomes, and to assist landlords who provide rental units to people with low to moderate income. Below are detailed descriptions on how the program works for owner, and non-owner occupied loans. The Consumer Handbook page is guidelines for borrowers to pick a reliable contractor.

The cost of Acquire a housing counselor, home education and assistance based on the part-time wage of counselor, the cost of his periodic workshop and meeting.  
http://swz.salary.com/salarywizard/layouthtmls/MI/swzl_compsresult_state_MI_HR_09200362.html
Goal 8: Increase Employment and Entrepreneur Opportunities
(http://www.payscale.com/research/US/City=Lansing/Hourly_Rate)
Computer training costs about $1195 per person,
(http://www.computer-networking-center.com/)

The equipment costs about $1500.

$16 per person per hour
(http://www.payscale.com/research/US/City=Lansing/Hourly_Rate)

Long Term Goals

Goal 1: Eliminate Flood Risks to Homes within the Flood Plain
http://www.inghamlandbank.org/
http://www.umich.edu/~nppcpub/research/lcahome/homelca0.html

Goal 2: Increase Homeownership
http://www.yale.edu/hronline/hbuyer/hbuyprog.htm
http://www.nwrel.org/nwedu/winter99/lessons5.html